Abstract. Different phoretic driving mechanisms have been proposed for the transport of solid or liquid microscopic inclusions in integrated chemical processes. However, the ability to reversibly address both the flow path, rate, and local reactant concentration has not yet been realized. Here we show that a substrate chemically modified with photosensitive self-assembled monolayers allows to directly command the assembly and transport of large ensembles of micron-size particles and drops dispersed in a thin layer of anisotropic fluid. Our strategy separates particle driving, realized via AC electrophoresis, and steering, achieved by elastic modulation of the host nematic fluid. Inclusions respond individually or in collective modes following arbitrary reconfigurable paths imprinted via UV/blue illumination. Relying solely on generic material properties, the proposed procedure is versatile enough for the development of applications involving either inanimate or living materials. 1 arXiv:1406.5705v1 [cond-mat.soft] 
In the emerging field of microfluidics, analytic operations are usually performed by pumping chemicals through channels that are typically hundreds of micrometers wide [1, 2] . While strategies to steer fluids are well established through the use of photolithographic networks, further versatility of integrated lab-on-a-chip devices demands the ability to transport femtosized volumes of chemical cargo [3] using approaches that allow to externally command their collective dynamics and assembly without relying on permanent geometrical constraints.
Colloidal suspensions, formed by microsized inclusions embedded in a carrier fluid are a natural starting point for such a strategy. The self-assembly of colloidal entities can be tuned by controlling inclusion size [4] and shape [5] , surface chemistry [6, 7] , or by suspending the colloids in a structured liquid [8] . Recently, the focus has shifted into managing dynamic self-assembly [9] , seeking, for instance, the emergence of collective behavior [10] , which may result in novel materials with enhanced functionalities [11] .
Different strategies exist to drive individual colloids dispersed in a liquid [12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19] , and to command their assembly [20, 21, 10] , although the control and large-scale addressability of collections of motile inclusions has proven challenging to realize. Optical traps are often used to achieve direct control over the placement of colloids, with holographic tweezers allowing to extend such control to a few hundreds of inclusions [12] , although the technique is limited by the field of view of the optical system. Using a completely different approach, largescale motion of independent microscopic inclusions has been demonstrated on chemically and physically activated colloids. [13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19] Reconfigurable assembly of colloidal clusters has been achieved through the chemically adjustable competition between electrophoretic attraction and electroosmotic repulsion effects [20, 10] . Recently, these ideas have been combined to realize the assembly and transport of small clusters of phoretic colloids driven by osmotic pressure imbalances [22] . These results have opened new perspectives for reconfigurable selfassembly, enabling the massive transport of inclusions [23] , although the precise and selective control over swarms of colloids has not yet been demonstrated.
Of particular interest is the use of alternating current (AC) electric fields to transport colloidal inclusions. Since AC fields avoid the ion migration mechanisms caused by direct current driving, they would be preferred for the transport of water-based liquid inclusions or living cargo. While individual metallo-dielectric Janus particles can be driven by this method in aqueous media [24] , nematic liquid crystal (NLC) host allowed to use AC electrophoresis to transport homogeneous solid [25, 26] or liquid inclusions [27] . A NLC is an oil featuring long-range orientational order (the director field) of its constituent molecules, but can also be realized in concentrated aqueous suspensions of amphiphiles (lyotropic liquid crystals) [28] . One of the most intriguing characteristics of these viscoelastic materials is their interaction with non-flat surfaces, in particular colloidal inclusions, that leads to the proliferation of topological point and line defects. This feature has been exploited in recent years to develop colloid-based self-assembling materials [29, 30] and can be used as a positioning mechanism for embedded colloids [31] .
We integrate all the above possibilities in a novel electro-optical technique that permits to remotely address the reversible assembly and collective transport of micron-size colloidal inclusions of arbitrary shape and composition, both solid and liquid, dispersed in a thin NLC film. We use liquid crystal-enabled electrophoresis (LCEEP) [26] to propel the colloidal inclusions embedded in a NLC cell, and a photosensitive anchoring layer to modify the local director field, which, in turn, sets the direction of colloidal motion. We assemble or disassemble swarms, and control their placement and motion over arbitrary paths on a surface.
Our system consists of a NLC film inserted between parallel glass plates coated with a transparent electrode, which allows application of electric fields perpendicular to the plates. One of the plates is functionalized with an azosilane photosensitive self-assembled monolayer that allows to alternate between perpendicular (homeotropic) or planar (tangential) boundary conditions (anchoring) of the contacting NLC. The counter plate is treated with a spin-coated polyimide compound to achieve strong and permanent homeotropic anchoring. Without external influences, these boundary conditions lead to uniform homeotropic anchoring of the NLC. By irradiating with UV (365 nm) light from an incoherent source we force the azosilane monolayer to adopt the cis (planar) configuration, which can be easily reverted to trans (homeotropic) when using blue (455 nm) illumination ( Fig. 1 and Fig. S1 ). We employ a NLC with negative dielectric anisotropy, which aligns parallel to the glass plates upon application of the electric field. This leads to degenerate planar alignment conditions, since all in-plane orientations for the director field are energetically equivalent, thus enabling the local addressability of the NLC director.
As colloidal inclusions we use pear-shaped microparticles made of polystyrene, a material that promotes planar orientation of the NLC on the particle surface (Methods Summary and Section S1). The chosen particle shape guarantees a dipolar component in the distortion of the local director field, a requirement for LCEEP to be an efficient propulsion mechanism. Earlier evidences of this mechanism have employed spherical solid [25] or liquid [27] inclusions, relying on surface functionalization to achieve a homeotropic anchoring on the particle surface, which leads to a dipolar arrangement of the NLC director around the inclusion. However, homeotropic anchoring has the disadvantage that it can degenerate into a quadrupolar director configuration for which LCEEP propulsion is not effective. Our choice thus ensures that all particles in a large ensemble are similarly propelled.
In the absence of irradiation or electric field, particles will be oriented perpendicularly to the cell plates, following the uniform NLC director. Shinning the cell for a few seconds with a spot of UV light (Fig. S2 ) forces the NLC in contact with the azosylane-treated surface to transit to a planar configuration. As shown in Fig. 2a and Fig.  S3 , this configuration conforms to the applied irradiation ( Fig. S6 ) by locally adopting a splay (radially-spread) texture organized around a central defect [28] . Application of an external AC field forces the bulk NLC to adopt the splay configuration that now extends for several millimeters, well beyond the size of the irradiated spot, thanks to the anchoring degeneracy. The induced configuration is stable for days under AC field, well past the half-life for thermal relaxation of the azosilane film, which is about 30 minutes (Fig. S7 ). The region with radial alignment will be the basin of attraction for dispersed particles, which tumble instantaneously following the NLC director so that their long axis lays, on average, parallel to the cell plates (Fig. S3) . Simultaneously, LCEEP sets the particle into motion at a constant speed. For a given particle size, this velocity can be tuned with the intensity and the frequency of the AC field (Fig. S8) . This feature allows, for instance, to decouple NLC realignment and particle motion, since their speed is negligible for field frequencies above 50 Hz, while NLC realignment can be achieved even for frequencies in the kHz range and above [28] . All particles move following the local NLC director, with roughly half of them being attracted by the photoinduced radial defect and half of them being repelled by it. This is a consequence of the random tumbling of the particle dipole from their initial orientation perpendicular to the planar alignment induced by the AC field (Figs. S4 and S9). As shown in Fig. 2b -c (Movie S1), particles follow the NLC field lines and assemble into a growing aster-like configuration where they jam and become arrested.
We can easily switch the assembling mode between an arrested aster and a rotating vortex cluster by taking advantage of the elastic properties of the dispersing NLC, and the fact the particles are slave to the NLC director field. This is achieved by erasing the central region of an imprinted UV area with a smaller spot of blue light, which forces the cis to trans isomerisation leading to homeotropic NLC alignment. As shown in Fig. 2d and inset, upon application of the AC field the planar alignment in the resulting circular corona is extended both outwards and inwards. The region surrounding the inner defect now features degenerate planar anchoring conditions, so it relaxes from the pure splay texture to the less energy demanding bend (rotational) texture [32] . As a consequence, particles follow spiral trajectories, and assemble into a rotating vortex, preceding around the central defect with a constant linear velocity, as seen in Fig. 2e ,f (Movie S1 and Fig. S10 ). The vortex cluster can be transformed back into an arrested aster by irradiating the region with a UV light spot. Both assembly modes can thus be reversibly interconverted in real time via photoelastic control (Movie S1). The observed dynamic phenomena can be captured by a simple phenomenologial model to reproduce the coupling between electrophoretic driving and the underlying photoactivated surface patterns (see Supplementary Text, Fig. S11 , and Movie S2).
The reversibility and quick response of the photoalignment layer enables straightforward cluster addressability. A preformed aggregate of arbitrary size, either aster or vortex-like, can be relocated to a pre-designed place anywhere within the experimental cell with minimum dismantlement of the cluster structure by changing the location of the UV spot. An example of this process is shown in Fig. 3a (also Movie S3 and Fig. S4 ). After blocking the LCEEP mechanism by increasing the field frequency above 50 Hz, the center of attraction is translated 600 µm to the right. Once LCEEP is reactivated, the swarm of particles moves towards the new position developing a leading edge around which the particles assemble. Alternatively, by the same principle one can imprint predesigned arbitrary paths connecting distant locations inside the cell or draw circuits with complex topologies as a simple way to accumulate colloidal swarms in the irradiated area and further entrain them collectively as shown in Fig.  3b (Movie S3).
Our strategy to command colloidal aggregation can be readily implemented for the direct or indirect transport of chemical cargo in a channel-free microfluidic environment. For instance, one can build photoactivated lattices of clusters with arbitrary symmetry on an extended surface by imprinting the corresponding distribution of irradiated spots. As an example, in Fig. 4a (Movie S4) a triangular lattice of UV spots is imprinted onto the photosensitive surface. Upon application of the electric field, these spots compete as attractors for the particles dispersed in the NLC. Rearrangement of the entire lattice, and thus redistribution of chemical cargo, is readily achieved by conveniently reshaping the pattern of projected light spots. We demonstrate this addressability in Fig. 4b (Movie S4), where the initially triangular lattice is transformed into a square one. Swarms of particles redistribute in the NLC cell according to the new director landscape. Once the electric field is switched off, the instantaneous pattern of clusters is preserved for an extended amount of time. For the used NLC, with a dynamic viscosity η 0.1 Pa.s, we estimate a self-diffusion coefficient D 10 −3 µm 2 s −1 . Thus, it would take several hours for particles of the size used here to diffuse a few microns, and the spontaneous disaggregation of a cluster could take months.
We can also take advantage of our ability to remotely control the dynamic state of an individual cluster to enable complex mixing patterns in a confined chemical system. As demonstrated for a single aggregate, equally any site in a lattice can be reversibly switched between an arrested aster or a rotating vortex of particles. As example, we show in Fig. 4c (Movie S4) the remote control of just one of the clusters in a square lattice. We arrest the dynamics on this cluster via a spot of UV light, while neighboring clusters remain unaffected. This shows our ability to selectively address a single swarm, and thus to implement arbitrarily complex local mixing patterns. The reported swarming behavior can be employed to actuate on larger embedded objects for which electrophoretic propulsion is not effective. In Fig. 5a , a large glass cylinder is set into rotational motion due to the collective interaction with the particles in a vortex, which has been previously nucleated on the cylindrical inclusion. The angular speed of the embedded object can be tuned by varying the speed of the driven particles, which is controlled by means of the applied AC field.
Inclusions of any nature are susceptible to be transported using the strategies described here, with the sole requirement that the NLC director has dipolar symmetry around the colloids. In the case of liquid inclusions, which will spontaneously adopt a spherical shape, the presence of an adsorbed surfactant can be employed to adjust the NLC anchoring and obtain the necessary configuration. In Fig. 5b we demonstrate the controlled aggregation of femtosized volumes of glycerol (stabilized with Sodium Dodecylsulphate) into an arbitrary spot. Droplets within a designed basin of attraction can be temporarily stored on a defined location for further processing.
In conclusion, we have reported experiments where colloidal inclusions exhibit reconfigurable emergent behavior and can be assembled and driven in aggregates along arbitrary paths. Ensembles of colloidal particles can be reconfigured into different modes of dynamic self-assembly as they are individually driven in an extended nematic liquid layer. Propulsion is provided by low frequency AC electrophoresis, which is enabled by the anisotropy of the host nematic. The particles move parallel to the local director field, which can be determined over macroscopic distances using simple physico-chemical methods. We control the dynamics of the dispersed particles using reversible photoelastic modulations of the host nematic that can be designed to gather or disperse the colloidal inclusions. Unlike earlier strategies, we can employ the same phoretic mechanism to drive both individual particles or assembled swarms. This ability is crucial for a potential applicability in an confined chemical system, where on-demand transport of precise amounts of chemical cargo to predesigned locations is required. The underlying physicochemical mechanisms rely on generic properties of the involved materials, and can be employed to establish complex local mixing patterns or drive larger embedded objects. Furthermore, since liquid-crystal enabled AC electrophoresis is also a valid transport mechanism for liquid inclusions, we can envisage an extension of the reported strategy to living systems by employing biocompatible lyotropic liquid crystals [33] . Although biocompatible catalytic micropumps have recently been demonstrated [34] , the perspective of control and addressability offered by our strategy are unparalleled. Finally, and on a broader perspective, the ability to control the dynamic assembly of colloidal inclusions over a surface can lead to novel devices, and can be employed to obtain model systems to study swarming behavior or the dynamics of soft active matter [35] .
EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Nematic liquid crystal (NLC) cells were prepared using 0.7 mm thick microscope slides of size 15 × 25 mm 2 , coated with a thin layer of indium-tin oxide (ITO) with a surface resistivity of 100 Ω per square (VisionTek Systems). The plates were cleaned by sonication in a 1% Micro-90 (Sigma-Aldrich) solution, rinsed with ultrapure water (18.2 MΩ·cm, Millipore Milli-Q Gradient A-10), and dried at 110
• C for 20 min. To prepare photosensitive plates (Supplementary Section 1) , the ITO surface was first coated with a self-assembled monolayer of (3-aminopropyl)triethoxysilane (APTES, Sigma-Aldrich) [36] . The surface was subsequently functionalized with the azobenzene 4-octyl-4'-(carboxy-3-propyloxy)azobenzene (8Az3COOH) [37] . The synthesis was performed in a dimethylformamide medium (peptide synthesis grade, Scharlau) through an amide group formation between the amino terminal group of APTES and the acid group of 8Az3COOH, using pyBOP (> 97%, Fluka) as coupling agent, at a molar ratio 1 : 1.25 (8Az3COOH:pyBOP). We measured UV-vis spectra in order to verify the photosensitivity of the resulting azosilane film (Supplementary Fig. S5 ). To prepare counterplates with homeotropic anchoring, the hydrophilic APTES-coated surfaces were spin-coated with a polyimide compound (0626 from Nissan Chemical Industries, using a 5% solution in the solvent 26 also from Nissan) at 2000 rpm for 10 s, prebaked 1 min at 80
• C to evaporate the solvent and then cured 45 min at 170
• C. A photosensitive and a non-photosensitive plate were then separated by a polyethylene terephtalate film (Mylar, Goodfellow, nominal thickness 13 and 23 µm) and glued together along two sides with the ITO layers facing inwards.
Polystyrene anisometric particles (pear-shaped, 3 × 4 µm, Magsphere) were dispersed in a nematic liquid crystal with negative dielectric anisotropy (MLC-7029, Merck, room temperature properties: ∆ε (1 kHz) = −3.6, K 1 = 16.1 pN, K 3 = 15.0 pN). Cells were filled with freshly prepared dispersions by capillary action and sealed with glue.
Irradiation of the samples at wavelengths 365 nm and 455 nm was performed by means of a custom-built LED epi-illumination setup integrated in an optical microscope. Typical light power densities were 0.1 W/cm 2 with a spot size in the sub-millimeter range (Supplementary Section 2). Sinusoidal electric fields were applied using a function generator and an amplifier. Amplitudes were in the range 0 to 35V peak to peak, while frequencies for particle motion were in the range 3 to 50Hz.
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